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ABSTRACT 

Weapon Target Allocation Problem (WTAP) deals with defining the optimum number of weapons / ammunitions for 
neutralizing a specified target in the defined mission. The basic aim of a mission to achieve minimum survival value of enemy-
targets and the maximum survival value of our own valuable, sensitive and protected assets using allocated weapons and 
ammunitions. WTAP-model has been designed and simulated to construct weapon-target-ammunition data. Simulated data has 
been found very close to actual combat mission data. Fuzzy logic concept has been applied to WTAP-model data to estimate 
optimum number of rounds to be fired for achieving required target neutralization.  

 
Keywords: WTAP, Monte Carlo simulation, Box-Muller transform, consistency, accuracy, Fuzzy logic, membership 
function 

 
Abbreviations: GA-Genetic Algorithm, MAE-Mean Area Effectiveness, NN-Neural Network, PE-Probable Error, 
WTAP-Weapon Target Allocation Problem  

 
 1. INTRODUCTION 
WTAP deals with defining the optimum number of weapons / ammunitions for neutralizing a specified target in the 
defined mission.  
The basic objective of a mission is to engage the target. Target can be aerial, ground, stationary or moving. Ground 
target may be an area target in which numbers of targets are located around mid-point of target area as target-area 
centre. Target area neutralization has been defined in terms of number of targets engaged/hit out of the defined targets 
in the target area. Target hit value is depending on target hardness, the strength of target to resist its deformation from 
external attack. Targets are classified as soft, medium hard and very hard. 
Weapon-ammunition combination plays very important role in WTAP. Ammunition is a carrying payload with 
projectile carrier by which certain lethality happens at target end. Weapon is a tool of launching ammunition at an 
angle to carry projectile/shell with payload at desired range to hit and engage the target. Our weapons can be a target to 
our enemy if its position or signature is known to enemy. Accordingly weapons can be classified in two categories 
depending on their signature.  Category1 weapons are those whose signature are not easily identified and may be towed 
or can be positioned permanently during mission. Category2 weapons are very sensitive and its signature is easily 
identified by enemy. Those weapons may be kept in hide locations during peace-time to prevent counter attack. 
Category2 weapons are normally in shoot and scoot mode of operation. Those weapons can be deployed from hide to 
firing positions whenever required and scoot immediately after completion of mission.  
In battle scenario various types of weapons with ammunitions may be deployed at various locations. Allocation and 
deployment of weapons can be a strategic requirement depending on the target type. Type of weapon, ammunition and 
its quantity has to be decided prior to its deployment in the mission. Each mission results in to a very high economical, 
man-power and logistical expense to the Nation. Hence the aim is to optimize the mission to achieve required target 
neutralization with the minimum number of weapons and ammunitions. 
Accuracy at impact point of target is very essential; it is measured in terms of dispersion and deviation from target-area 
centre. Generally for artillery projectile, dispersion observed is quite high which affects the performance of the weapon. 
Dispersion arises due to weapon fire errors which includes target and gun location error, Gun-bias / laying error and 
ballistic error. Reducing those errors will help in reducing the overall dispersion. Target and gun locations can be 
measured by using precise survey instruments. Accurate gun and target locations help in trajectory computation and 
line of fire prediction. Gun bias error can be reduced by using accurate pointing positioning system which would lay the 
gun within required accuracy of elevation as well as azimuth. Ballistic error can be reduced by applying accurate non-
standard parameters such as: a) actual recorded meteorological data which consists of wind direction, wind speed, 
temperature, pressure at various altitudes within the trajectory profile b) temperature of charge system at launch 
position and at launch time c) exact latitude of the place for long range weapons where earth rotation is used in system 
dynamics model d) proper aerodynamic coefficients depending on shape and size of shell e) the best mathematical 
model which defines system dynamics of the shell in air. Even though knowing all above parameters, there can be 
uncertainty in system behavior due to unavoidable / unknown perturbations. Due to this, sometimes more number of 
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rounds may be required to be fired for achieving desired percentage target neutralization. Our goal is to optimize 
number of weapons deployed and ammunitions to be fired to achieve required percentage target neutralization for a 
given area target with required accuracy. 

2 PROBLEM DEFINITION:  
WTAP is the problem of allocating optimum number of weapons and its ammunitions with reference to target 
information. Ammunitions under considerations are of sub-munition type.  Allocation of weapons and ammunitions 
should be such that it should result in to desired target neutralization i.e. minimum survival value of enemy-targets and 
the maximum survival value of our own valuable, sensitive, protected assets.  
WTAP has been designed and implemented using fuzzy logic concepts against given target information and its 
parameters. Target information parameters are target type, target size (length x breadth), number of targets in defined 
target area and co-ordinate of target-area centre. Inputs for the model are target information and percentage target area 
neutralization required.  

 

         
 

Figure 1 Target area & targets                              Figure 2 Foot-prints of each round fired &targets 
 
In the above simulation (Figure 1) input parameters are considered as 1600m x 1000m target area, number of randomly 
distributed 43 targets, each target of size 10m x 3m, armored type target and target area centre (800, 500) shown as 
plus sign.  
It is assumed that if at least one sub-munition from fired rounds hits the target then that target is said to be engaged. If 
there are ‘nt’ targets in target area and ‘et’ targets (et <= nt) are engaged then ‘percentage target engagement or 
neutralization’ is defined as (et/nt)*100. 
From the above simulation (Figure 2), it is seen that 26 targets are engaged out of 43 targets, hence percentage target 
engagement or neutralization in the target area is (26/43)*100=60.46. To achieve 60.46 percentage target 
neutralization, around 36 rounds are fired. Out of 36 rounds, around 29 rounds (i.e. 80% rounds) are in within target 
area. MAE of each round is assumed to be 100m x 120m. 
The objectives of the paper are to develop (a) WTAP-model for given mission (b) controlled / optimized weapon 
deployment and allocation using Fuzzy logic concept. A fuzzy model has been developed for WTAP. The procedure for 
solving the problem with number of targets, weapons and ammunitions has been described in detail. A simple case has 
been considered for understanding the procedure. Results are validated using simulated target data for defined 
neutralization. 'Monte Carlo’ simulation is an iterative process based on the use of random numbers and probability 
distribution of data.  
WTAP is a very complex but interesting with minimum logistical, economical weapon-ammunition resource allocation 
problem. A number of researchers are working in the area of resource allocation and WTAP using different methods. 
Vinod Mann et al [1] have evolved experimental approach for economic resource allocation problem in distributed 
environment using Graph coloring.  Wu et al [2] have defined the modified GA algorithm for weapon allocation 
problem. In between insertion of targets in WTAP using modified GA is also part of this work. The results are obtained 
by simulation. Lee et al [3] proposed GA to predict locally optimal offspring. The concept has been applied to WTAP. 
A mutation-based GA based method has been used for solving WTAP in [4]. In this approach, a chromosome is 
encoded as binary matrix with “forbidden bits” to represent the constraints. Circle swap operator as a functional 
mutation operator for matrix-type chromosome has been proposed. Neural Network (NN) and GA methods have been 
used for WTAP in [5]. Author has compared and concluded utility of NN and GA for WTAP. Multi-stage WTAP has 
been discussed in [6].  Uuncertainty has been modelled using fuzzy logic for the resource allocation effort. The model 
of the uncertainty was modified using a type-2 fuzzy logic to handle variations in the array placement. This model was 
then used in the resource allocation technique [7]. Author used, a fuzzy controlled brain which manoeuvres around 
obstacles and reaches a specified destination. A fuzzy controller guides the robot in searching the target and thus 
shooting at the target when it falls within shooting range [8]. Douglas et al [9] have focused on sampling and coarse-
graining approaches in which a discrete-event simulation model produces multiple sample realizations of potential 
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outcomes and these are then used to identify approximately optimal contingency plans and current decisionsIn all these 
methods the allocation problem has been simplified and solved with some approximations. After referring all those 
papers, I have evolved methodology for allocating number of weapons and number of rounds/ammunitions to be fired 
using Fuzzy model  
In conventional method, usually weapon-ammunition allocation value is estimated depending on target type (Soft / 
Medium-hard / Hard / Very-Hard) which is discrete. Hence fixed number of weapons is deployed and number of rounds 
is fired to achieve required percentage of target neutralization. Thus in conventional method, estimated value of 
Weapon-ammunition for deployment may be very high. Practically, some percentile value of weapon-ammunition may 
be required to achieve desired percentage of target neutralization. Therefore residual weapon-ammunition value may be 
surplus and hence more cost, logistic support, man power is required. 
Usually in combat scenario, target may be combination of various types’ i.e. different hardness values.  Therefore target 
hardness value can be vaguely defined from 0% to 100% for targets in the battle field. Fuzzy logic is basically used for 
vague, ambiguous, imprecise, noisy input information. Hence weapon-ammunition allocation can be estimated for 
mixed target type i.e. percentile target hardness value which would estimate fuzzy membership value from 0 to 1. With 
this approach, weapon-ammunition allocation value would be less than or equal to conventional method. In this paper, 
I tried to evolve methodology for WTAP solution using Fuzzy logic as “Fuzzy model for WTAP”. 

3 WTAP-SYSTEM:   
In war scenario, WTAP-system is the definite mission problem. Targets can be under-ground bunkers, armored 
weapons, rocket launchers, artillery guns, armored structures whose hardness is known. For each target, its 
neutralization value is specified.  
Input for WTAP-system has been generated as weapon-target-ammunition table which defines estimated target 
neutralization value against number of weapons deployed and number of rounds fired.  

3.1 GENERATION OF WTAP-DATA:  
'Monte Carlo' simulation method has been used to generate ‘Weapon-target-ammunition relation table’. Simulation 
results are generated for certain assumptions which are stated below. 
 
3.1.1 MONTE CARLO SIMULATION METHOD:  
To generate weapon-target-ammunition data, a)Target area has been defined b) number of targets in the target area has 
been defined as per user requirement c) Location of those targets has been generated with uniform distribution in 
defined target area d) location of each round fired for the target area has been generated. ‘ 
Locations of fall-of-shots of fired sub-munitions and its foot-prints have been generated by using Normal distribution. 
Random numbers are generated for two independent random variables say (U1, U2) uniformly distributed over [0,1]. 
Those random numbers are transformed using Box-Muller transformation method into random variable X1 distributed 
with normal distribution N[m, σ] mean (m) as 0 and standard deviation (σ) as 1.  

 
X1 = (-2 logU1)0.5 cos(2 π U2)      (1) 

 
100000 random numbers are generated and found Mean (m) very close to 0 and standard deviation (σ) very close to 1. 
Besides it is observed that there are no duplicate random numbers found within 100000 random numbers and follow 
normal distribution.  
Target neutralization values are estimated with the above generated fall-of-shot data of sub-munitions and number of 
targets in target area. It is the input data for WTAP-system. With the above target information, input to model would be 
derived as target type of WTAP-fuzzy model.   
Above generated Random numbers are used and iterative simulation has been carried out to generate probability 
distribution of data. It involves estimation of distribution of rounds fired, foot-print generation and target deployment.  
The process of estimation of distribution is repeated a large number of times. Generated data for each simulation is 
close to actual real-time combat data. Therefore this generated weapon-target ammunition database gives valid and 
optimized output for combat mission to achieve desired target neutralization and can be treated as experimental data to 
compare the results with fuzzy model. 

3.1.2 EXAMPLE FOR SIMULATION:  
Simulation is carried out for fired ammunition of type Ammn1 from weapons W1 & W2 on to target type Tgt1 with the 
following assumptions:  
 Gun-bias value is assumed to be zero 
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 Same type of targets are uniformly distributed in target area 
 Consistency is in terms of Probable Error (PE) as line and range in percentage of fired range 
 Errors follow normal distribution 
 Sub-munitions foot-print of each round is elliptic  
 At least one hit of  sub-munition on target decides  neutralization of target  
A specific case is considered here to generate Weapon-target-ammunition relation tables (Table-1, Table-2): 
i) 1 to 6 guns  
ii) Number of rounds fired from each gun are 3, 6, 9, 12 
iii) Target area 150m x 150m. 
iv) Number of targets 30 
v) Fired range 15000m 
vi) Range, line consistency 0.15% of fired range 
vii) Range, line accuracy 0.2% of fired range 

 

               
               
                          Figure 3 Foot-print of sub-munitions fired                       Figure 4 Target area with targets 
 
As an example, Figure 3 shows simulation result of 6 guns deployed, 5 rounds fired from each gun, elliptic foot-print of 
each round fired of MAE 25m x 15m. Hence foot-print of 30 rounds are generated with defined MAE. Randomly 
generated 30 targets in target area of 150m x 150m are shown in Figure 4. Similarly simulation has been carried out for 
1 to 6 gun(s) deployment, rounds fired (3, 6, 9 ,12) from each gun with above defined target area, number of targets in 
the target area, MAE of each round, fired range and gun consistency, accuracy. 
Simulation output data is number of rounds to be fired from respective number of guns (Table-1, Table-2) against 
percentage Target Neutralization. The output data shows target neutralization values from 7% to 73% for W1, Tgt1, 
Amnn1 and 5% to 66% for W2, Tgt1, Ammn1.  

 
Table -1 : Weapon-target-ammunition relation table for W1, Tgt1, Ammn1 
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Table -2 : Weapon-target-ammunition relation table for W2, Tgt1, Ammn1 

 
4 WTAP-FUZZY MODEL 
In general, Fuzzy model results in to a definite conclusion based upon vague, ambiguous, imprecise, noisy input 
information. Hence it is very robust.  
The Fuzzy   model is empirically-based, relying on experience rather than their technical understanding of the system 
e.g. a) IF (the target is too hard) OR (target is partially hard) THEN (optimized number of rounds X to be fired as per 
required neutralization) b) IF (target is too soft) OR (target is partially soft) THEN (optimized number of rounds Y to 
be fired as per required neutralization) are used. These terms are vague, however very informative to what realistic 
should happen. Thus it is capable of mimicking human control logic as natural behaviour. It behaves as per user 
defined rules. Therefore any new sub-system can be easily added to the model by defining rules. As it is rule-based 
there can be more number of inputs and outputs. It is difficult task to define and evaluate non-linear system 
mathematically; however fuzzy model can give solution to non-linear system with minimum efforts.  

 

Figure 5 WTAP Fuzzy Model 

Following are the steps to estimate number of rounds to be fired by using WTAP Fuzzy Model (Figure 5): 
Step1: a) WTAP data generation: Monte Carlo Simulation 
i) Weapon-Target-Ammunition Table for each weapon  
ii) Target neutralization value against number of guns deployed and number of rounds fired 
b) To Define Triangular Fuzzy membership function for soft, medium and Hard Targets 
Step2: Input- required percentage target neutralization and Target hardness crisp input value 
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Step3: a) To generate Weapon-Target-Ammunition Table for desired target neutralization by referring Weapon-Target-
Ammunition Table for each weapon 
b) Fuzzy inference Engine: Fuzzification of given crisp input to estimate membership value in respective membership 
function. i) Fuzzy Rule base ii) estimate Fuzzy membership value iii) Deffuzification iv) fuzzy output 
Step4: WTAP-Fuzzy Output:  number of rounds to be fired. 
Triangular membership function (Figure 6) is used for WTAP-Fuzzy system and defined as: 
 ‘a’, ‘b’, ‘c’ represent three corner points of triangle,  

 

4.1 EXAMPLE FOR FUZZY MODEL MEMBERSHIP FUNCTION:  
Following tables (Table-3 and Table-4) have been defined for Weapon Target relation as triangular fuzzy membership 
function of weapon type W1 and W2. Target types are defined as per target hardness from 0% to 100%. For W1, target 
membership value has been assumed as 16.5 corresponds to 100% hardness and for W2, it has been assumed as 23.5.   
For W1 and target type1, membership function corner values for 'a', 'b' and 'c' are assumed to be 0,5,10. For W2 those 
values are 0,7,14. Those values correspond to 0%, 30%, 60% target hardness values. For Target type2 (Tgt2) and type3 
(Tgt3) hardness values are assumed to be: 
 

H(Tgt2) = 1.25*(1+H(Tgt1))       (3) 
H(Tgt3) = 1.50*(1+H(Tgt1))      (4) 

 
Where H(Tgt1) stands for hardness of Target type ‘Tgt1’ 
 

 
Figure 6 Triangular membership functions 

Target-1 is assumed to be soft target, Target-2 is medium hard and Target-3 is very hard target. Hardness Membership 
value is estimated depending on given target hardness input.  
 

Table-3 Weapon Target relation: Triangular membership function for W1 
 a b c 

Target type 1 0 5 10 

Target type 2 1.25 7.5 13.75 

Target type 3 1.5 9 16.5 

 
Table-4 Weapon Target relation: Triangular membership function for W2 

 a b c 

Target type 1 0 7 14 

Target type 2 1.25 10 18.75 

Target type 3 1.5 12 23.5 

With the above defined Weapon Target relation membership functions, simulation has been carried out. 
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5 ALGORITHMS: 
Two approaches/algorithms have been formulated to estimate number of rounds to be fired of ammunition types from 
weapons for WTAP-fuzzy system as follows.  
Input:  a) Target Hardness value b) Percentage Target neutralization value c) Weapon-Target ammunition relation 
table for corresponding percentage Target neutralization 

5.1. ALGORITHM 1:  (FIGURE 7) 
Process:  a) Estimation of Membership value ‘mfij’:  It is estimated for each target type ‘j’ and weapon type ‘i’ with 
respect to weapon-target relation triangular membership function and given target hardness value. 
b) Estimation of maximum membership value ‘Mfij’ using ‘OR’ fuzzy operator:  
 

Mfij = mfi1 OR mfi2 OR mfi3 = Max(mfi1,mfi2,mfi3)     (5) 
 

Output: Estimation of number of rounds Nr to be fired: It is estimated by referring Weapon-Target ammunition relation 
table for desired percentage Target Neutralization and ‘Mfij’ value.  
 

Nr = Mfij * nr                (6) 
 

where ‘nr’is the number of rounds to be fired for full membership value of the target for which maximum membership 
was found in step b). With this approach, model gives optimum (minimum) number of ammunition(s) to be fired from 
weapon(s) as compared to data of actual number of rounds to be fired for the target with conventional method of full 
membership for the target.  

 
Figure 7 Flow chart for Algorithm1 

5.2 ALGORITHM 2: (FIGURE 8) 
In this algorithm, weighted membership factor has been estimated. The estimated weighted value represents 
combination of target type(s). 
 Process:   
Step-1:  
Estimation of Weapon-Weighted membership factor Xi: For given fuzzy input and required percentage Target 
neutralization value, target type membership function value ‘mfij’ is estimated for each weapon by referring weapon-
Target relation table and given target hardness value. Weapon-Weighted membership factor value Xi for each weapon 
is estimated by using mathematical expression as follows: 
 

Xi = Σ (WiTj * mfij) / Σ(WiTj)                (7) 
 
for i=1 to number of weapons and j=1 to number of targets  

Where WiTj is the difference value of fuzzy input in the membership function domain of weapon ‘i’ and target ‘j’ with 
respect to minimum hardness value of the target ‘j’ domain of Wi and ‘mfij’  is the estimated membership function 
value for each weapon ‘i’ and target ‘j’. 

 
WiTj = Input fuzzy value – Min(WiTj of target type)   (8) 
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Step-2: Estimation of Target type ‘k’ for maximum membership value ‘Mfij’:  
‘OR’ fuzzy operator is used within estimated membership functions with reference to Weapon-Target relation. ‘OR’ 
fuzzy operator gives maximum membership function value ‘Mfij’ out of estimated target membership function values 
in that weapon domain, where ‘Mfij’ is maximum membership value for weapon ‘i’ out of ‘j’ targets related to ith 
weapon. 
 

Mfij = mfi1 OR mfi2 OR mfi3 = Max(mfi1,mfi2,mfi3)     (9) 
 

Where mfi1 is membership function of target type 1 ‘Tgt1’ of weapon ‘i’ and so on. Corresponding target type index of 
maximum membership function value is assigned as target index ‘k’.  
Output: 
Estimation of number of rounds ‘N(Awi)’ to be fired from each Weapon Wi : 
 

N(Awi) = Xi * Amk                                           (10) 
 

for i = 1 to number of weapons and m= 1 to number of ammunition for ‘k’ type target (stored value of step-2) 

 
Figure 8 Flow chart for Algorithm2 

6 CASE STUDY: 
Consider the problem of getting optimum number of rounds to be fired for given conditions as follows: 
Percentage Target neutralization - 30% , Weapons: W1, W2, Ammunitions: Ammn1, Ammn2, Ammn3 
Target: Tgt1, Tgt2, Tgt3 

6.1 WTAP DATA: 
WTAP input data as ‘Weapon Target relation table’ for 30% target neutralization has been generated for W1 and W2 
by referring 30% row-data value of number of weapons and ammunitions from Table-1 and Table-2 respectively. With 
this data, information for Ammn2, Ammn3 on Tgt2, Tgt3 have been derived in terms of relation of Ammn1-Tgt1 for 
W1 and W2. (Table-5  and Table-6) 
Tables 5 to 6 are generated with the following assumptions: 
 Simulation has been carried out for Ammn1 and Tgt1 with Weapons W1 & W2. Required number of Ammn2 & 
Ammn3 rounds are calculated in terms of Ammn1 using ii) & iii). Similarly hardness of Tgt2 & Tgt3 is defined in 
terms of Tgt1 defined in equations (3) & (4).  Accordingly Table-3 to Table-6 are generated as input to WTAP-fuzzy 
model. 
 

N(Ammn2) = 1.2*N(Ammn1)      (11) 
N(Ammn3) = 1.4*N(Ammn1)       (12) 

 
Where N(Ammni) stands for number of rounds of Ammunition ‘i’ type, i=1 to 3  
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Table–5 Weapon Target relation for 30% Neutralization for weapon type W1 
Target Number of rounds 

to be fired of 
Ammunition  
type1 

Number of rounds 
to be fired of 
Ammunition  type2 

Number of rounds 
to be fired of 
Ammunition  
type3 

type 1 2 x 9 = 18 22 25 

type 2 23 28 32 

type 3 27 33 38 

 
Table–6 Weapon Target relation for 30% Neutralization for weapon type W2 

Target Number of rounds to be 
fired of Ammunition  
type1 

Number of rounds to be 
fired of Ammunition  
type2 

Number of rounds to be 
fired of Ammunition  
type3 

type 1 4 x 6 = 24 29 34 

type 2 30 36 42 

type 3 36 43 50 

6.2  SIMULATION: 
6.2.1 Input Data: 
Simulation was carried out for 30% target neutralization and fuzzy input as 7 i.e. 42.4% hardness value of the target for 
W1 and 29.8% hardness for W2.  
Weapon Target relation tables are used as input to estimate number of rounds to be fired. 
 
6.2.2 Membership function values: 
Table-7 shows membership function values for triangular membership function of 30% target neutralization for fuzzy 
input value as 7. 
Algorithm 5.1 shows membership function value for each weapon and target and 5.2 shows weighted membership 
value as single representative for all three targets. Those membership function values have been used to estimate 
number of rounds to be fired. 
In Table 7, column 1 represents percentage target neutralization, 2 represents fuzzy input value, 3 represents 
membership function, 4 represents algorithm used and 5 is weapon type used. Target column shows membership 
function value against percentage target neutralization, fuzzy input value, membership function used, algorithm and 
weapon type.  

 
Table-7 Membership function values 

1 2 3 4 5 Tgt1 Tgt2 Tgt3 
30% 7 Triangular 5.1 W1 0.6 0.92 0.73 

   5.2 W1  0.78  
   5.1 W2 1.0 0.66 0.52 
   5.2 W2 0.75 

 
6.2.3 Simulation results:   
In the above simulation, triangular membership functions was considered for the same weapon target relation and 
ammunition data and results have been tabulated. 
With the given fuzzy input, fuzzification was carried out and corresponding membership combination of target type of 
Weapon type W1 was estimated. Accordingly number of rounds to be fired of ammunition type Ammn1, Ammn2, 
Ammn3 from W1 on Target1, Target2 and Target3 was calculated by using two approaches as per defined Algorithm 
in section 5. Out of above estimated values for ‘number of rounds to be fired’, the row-data of the target for maximum 
number of rounds has been selected against output of algorithm 5.1. The same target row-data for output of algorithm 
5.2 has been selected. This is the desired optimum number of rounds to be fired from W1 to achieve required target 
neutralization. 
Similar fuzzification was carried out or W2 and corresponding membership combination of target type of Weapon type 
W2 was estimated .Accordingly number of rounds to be fired of ammunition type Ammn1, Ammn2, Ammn3 from W2 
was calculated. 
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Table-8 and Table-9 are simulated WTAP-Fuzzy model results.  It shows that number of rounds to be fired by W1 and 
W2 respectively for 30% target neutralization against Target1, Target2, Target3 and total number of rounds to be fired. 

 
Table-8 Number of Rounds to be fired by W1 for 30% Target Neutralization 

Algo Target1 
 A1 A2 A3 

5.1 10 13 15 
5.2 14 17 19 
 Target2 
5.1 21 25 29 
5.2 17 21 24 
 Target3 
5.1 19 24 27 
5.2 21 25 29 
 Rounds to be 

fired 
5.1 21 25 29 
5.2 17 21 24 

 
Table-9 Number of Rounds to be fired by W2 for 30% Target Neutralization 

   
Algo Target1 

 A1 A2 A3 
5.1 24 29 34 
5.2 17 21 25 
 Target2 
5.1 19 23 27 
5.2 22 26 31 
 Target3 
5.1 18 22 26 
5.2 26 32 37 
 Rounds to be 

fired 
5.1 24 29 34 
5.2 17 21 25 

7 OBSERVATIONS 
From above simulations and analysis it is observed that: 
1. Fuzzy model can be used to estimate optimal number of rounds to be fired of different ammunition type from various 
weapon types for defined target type and neutralization criteria. The process takes hardly second(s) to estimate WTAP 
solution using Fuzzy model.  
2. Minimum number of rounds to be fired is beneficial from economical, logistical, manpower constraint and time 
regards in combat scenario.   
3. When firing range, target area, number of targets in target area, Gun-Consistency and Gun-accuracy values are 
defined and known, real-time combat scenario can be generated using  Monte Carlo simulation and Box-Muller method 
which is based on random number generation which is very close to realistic.  
4. Due to unknown perturbed conditions, more number of rounds may be required to be fired for desired target 
neutralization.  
5. Weighted fuzzy membership function estimation gives better optimum value than considering result of ‘OR’ operator 
between membership function value of each fuzzy members. 

8 CONCLUSION 
WTAP can be solved using fuzzy model especially for vague, ambiguous, imprecise, noisy input information. Hence it 
is very robust which the basic requirement of Military applications. 
WTAP solution using Fuzzy model can happen before coming in to action in the Military combat mission.  
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